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2014 Bulgarian National English Spelling Bee 

National Level Study Words 
 

1 abroad   в чужбина My mother worked abroad for 5 years. 

2 absorbing   увлекателен 
The children will find the next book in the series equally 
absorbing. 

3 academic   академичен The academic year starts in September. 

4 accept   приемам I accept your apology. 

5 acclaim  одобрение She has won acclaim for her commitment to the cause. 

6 accuse   обвинявам Before you accuse him of lying, know the facts. 

7 acquire   придобивам How long will it take to acquire the necessary skills? 

8 actor   актьор George Clooney is my favorite actor. 

9 actually   всъщност 
I didn't want to say anything without actually reading the 
letter first. 

10 adequate   подходящ He didn't give an adequate answer to the question. 

11 adjudicate   отсъждам He will adjudicate at this year's contest. 

12 admire   възхищавам се Let's just sit and admire the view. 

13 admit   признавам Don't be afraid to admit to your mistakes. 

14 aerial   въздушен 
We were able to view the earthquake damage from an aerial 
photograph. 

15 affect   повлиявам Their opinion will not affect my decision. 

16 affectionate   привързан She is very loving and affectionate with her new baby sister. 

17 affirm   потвърждавам I can affirm that no one will lose their job. 

18 afford   позволявам си I want to buy a new car, but I cannot afford it yet. 

19 age   възраст She needs more friends of her own age. 

20 agenda   програма The next item on the agenda is the budget. 

21 aggression   агресия The dog has exhibited some concerning forms of aggression. 

22 agree   съгласявам се I agree with her opinion of the movie we saw last night. 

23 airport   летище I waited at the airport for 3 hours due to the snow storm. 

24 alike   еднакво My sister and I do not look alike. 

25 aloud   на глас The teacher listened to the children reading aloud. 

26 alternative   алтернативен Do you have an alternative solution? 

27 altitude   височина We are flying at an altitude of 6000 metres. 

28 always   винаги There's always somebody at home in the evenings. 

29 ambiguous  неясен 
Her answer to the question was ambiguous and resulted in 
her low score on the exam. 

30 ambitious   амбициозен Ambitious students study very hard. 

31 amiable   мил 
She had been surprised at how amiable and polite he had 
seemed. 

32 anger   гняв John slammed his fist on the desk in anger. 

33 angle   ъгъл The photo was taken from an unusual angle. 

34 animal   животно I saw an interesting animal in the forest. 

35 annoy   дразня His constant joking was beginning to annoy her. 

36 annual   годишен The annual school concert was held at the theater. 

37 anxiety   неспокойство Waiting for exam results is a time of great anxiety. 

38 apology   извинение You owe him an apology for what you said. 

39 appalling   ужасяващи They found appalling working conditions at the shoe factory. 

40 apparently   очевидно Apparently, we will not receive the tickets we were promised. 

41 appeal   обжалвам We must appeal this decision. 
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42 appetite   апетит Don't spoil your appetite by eating between meals. 

43 applicable   приложим That rule is not applicable in this case. 

44 apply   прилагам 
The students should be able to apply their knowledge in 
practice. 

45 appoint   назначавам They have to appoint a new head teacher. 

46 apprehension   притеснение 
There is apprehension about the safety of the missing 
children. 

47 arm   ръка They walked along arm in arm.  

48 around   около We arrived at the hotel around 5 o'clock. 

49 art   изкуство 
Best works of the traditional Bulgarian art were presented at 
the gallery. 

50 article   статия Have you seen that article about young fashion designers? 

51 associated   свързан I believe he is associated with the group from Germany. 

52 assure  уверявам She is perfectly safe, I can assure you. 

53 astonished   удивен She was astonished to learn she won the gold medal. 

54 athlete   атлет My brother is a good athlete and exercises every day.  

55 atmosphere  атмосфера The atmosphere is polluted. 

56 attempt   опит I passed my driving test on my first attempt. 

57 audience   публика The audience was clapping for 10 minutes. 

58 avalanche  лавина We saw an avalanche on the northern slope of Moussala. 

59 awesome   страхотен The band is truly awesome! 

60 awkward  странен There was an awkward silence when he entered the room. 

61 background   фон The photo with trees in the background is beautiful. 

62 bald   плешив He started going bald in his twenties. 

63 ballad  балада I heard a wonderful ballad on the radio this morning. 

64 ballet   балет ‘Swan Lake’ is my favorite ballet. 

65 bank   банка I will go to the bank to get some money from my account. 

66 bargain   изгодна сделка The car is a bargain at that price. 

67 barrier   бариера The crowd had to stand behind а barrier. 

68 bead   мънисто 
A bead fell from her bracelet and she was trying to find it on 
the floor. 

69 beaver   бобър When I was in Canada I saw a beaver in the river. 

70 because   защото 
I came late because there was a traffic jam in the center of 
the town. 

71 
behavior / 
behavior 

  поведение 
I do not like your behaviour - you should be more polite and 
friendly. 

72 beige   бежов I have a new beige coat.  

73 bell   звънец I had to ring the bell as the door was locked. 

74 beneficial   благотворен Fresh air is beneficial to your health. 

75 benefit   полза The benefit of this trip was the great photo album I created.    

76 benevolent  доброжелателен What a benevolent smile! 

77 best   най-добър Maria is my best friend. 

78 bewildered  объркан He turned around, with a bewildered look on his face. 

79 bicycle   велосипед I ride my bicycle every evening for at least an hour. 

80 birthday   рожден ден My birthday is on December 27th. 

81 bite   хапя Does your dog bite? 

82 blade   острие The blade of this knife is very sharp. 

83 blank   празен 
Write on one side of the paper and leave the other side 
blank. 

84 blessing   благословия They got married with their parents' blessing. 

85 bloom   цъфтя The tulips will bloom in early spring. 
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86 boat   лодка We took a boat to get to the nearby island. 

87 body   тяло She had injuries to her head and body. 

88 boil   варя I will boil potatoes and will make a salad for dinner. 

89 boomerang   бумеранг А boomerang can be used as а hunting weapon. 

90 borrow   вземам назаем I will borrow her leather jacket for the party. 

91 bottle   бутилка I bought a bottle of water. 

92 bottom   дъно I found some coins at the bottom of my bag. 

93 box   кутия I keep all my money in a metal box. 

94 brand   марка Which brand of toothpaste do you use? 

95 brave   смел I wasn't brave enough to tell her what I thought of her. 

96 breed   порода A new breed of dogs was presented at the pet exhibition. 

97 brick   тухла A brick from the wall fell and hit the man. 

98 brother   брат My brother is older than me. 

99 bubble   балонче She made a big bubble with her gum. 

100 bucket   кофа We need a plastic bucket for the bathroom. 

101 busy   зает I was busy with my homework last night. 

102 butterfly   пеперуда A saw a beautiful butterfly in the rose garden. 

103 buy   купувам I will buy a gift for my sister's birthday. 

104 cabbage   зеле Rabbits like carrots and cabbage. 

105 cage   клетка The bird in the cage does not sing. 

106 cake   торта My birthday cake was so delicious. 

107 calculate   пресмятам We must calculate the total cost of the bill. 

108 calm   спокоен Her voice was surprisingly calm. 

109 camel   камила 
A camel is an animal with a long neck and one or two humps 
on its back. 

110 cancel   отменям We had to cancel the picnic because of the bad weather. 

111 captivating   пленителен He found her smile captivating. 

112 capture   улавям She was able to capture the rare moment on film. 

113 carefully   внимателно We only get one chance, we must proceed carefully. 

114 careless   небрежен He seems careless of his own safety. 

115 carnival   карнавал The carnival in Rio de Janeiro is the biggest in the world. 

116 carpet   килим I have a woolen carpet on the floor in my room. 

117 carrot   морков I cut a carrot and put it in the soup. 

118 cash   пари в брой Payments can be made by bank transfer or in cash. 

119 cell   клетка All plants and animals are made up of cells. 

120 chain   верига Remember to put the chain on the door when you lock it. 

121 chalk   тебешир The kids like to draw with chalk. 

122 challenging   труден Chemistry is a challenging course of study. 

123 champion   шампион Barcelona is the current soccer champion in Spain. 

124 change   променям Wait for the traffic lights to change. 

125 cheap   евтин Cycling is a cheap way to get around. 

126 child   дете When I was a child, I lived in Varna. 

127 choir   хор She sings in the school choir. 

128 circumstances  обстоятелства We wanted to marry but circumstances didn’t permit. 

129 city   град Sofia is the biggest city in Bulgaria. 

130 clap   ръкопляскам Clap your hands if you like the song. 

131 classify  групирам I need your help to classify the books into three categories. 

132 clean   чист I can't find a clean shirt in my wardrobe. 

133 close   затварям The doors open and close automatically. 
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134 closet   дрешник I will hang your coat in the closet. 

135 coach   треньор He is Italy's new national team coach. 

136 coat   палто I wear a warm coat in winter.  

137 coincide   съвпадам It's a pity our trips to New York don't coincide. 

138 collaborate  сътруднича I collaborate together with Tom on the designs. 

139 collapse   рухвам 
This building could collapse even as the result of a light 
earthquake. 

140 combine   комбинирам You should try to combine exercise with a healthy diet. 

141 commendable   похвален She showed commendable loyalty to the family firm. 

142 commercial   
телевизионна / 
радио реклама 

Did you see the new Coca-Cola commercial? 

143 comparison   сравнение Did you make a comparison of the prices before buying? 

144 compile  съставям We are trying to compile a book of his stories. 

145 complaint  оплакване I intend to make an official complaint. 

146 complicated   сложен 
It was a complicated problem and it took a lot of time to 
resolve. 

147 composure   самообладание She was struggling to regain her composure. 

148 computer   компютър 
I do not use my personal computer anymore because I have 
a new tablet. 

149 conceal  крия Tom could barely conceal his disappointment. 

150 conception   замисъл 
The plan was brilliant in its conception but failed because of 
lack of money. 

151 conclusion   заключение 
I've come to the conclusion that he's not the right person for 
the job. 

152 confess  признавам I confess that I know nothing about computers. 

153 confident   уверен I'm confident that you will get the job. 

154 confuse   обърквам People often confuse me and my twin sister. 

155 congenial   приятен She is a congenial host, I always enjoy visiting her home. 

156 conquer  завладявам Napoleon wanted to conquer Russia. 

157 consolidate   обединявам Let's consolidate our efforts and try to finish early. 

158 contemplate  обмислям He will take some time to contemplate his decision. 

159 convenient  удобен I called your secretary to confirm that this date is convenient. 

160 convention  споразумение 
The convention, signed by the six countries, aims to prevent 
further pollution. 

161 cook   готвя Where did you learn to cook? 

162 copy   копирам I will copy your passport and will give it back to you. 

163 cordially  сърдечно 
You are cordially invited to a celebration for Mr. Michael 
Brown on his retirement. 

164 cosy / cozy   уютен We live in a small cosy house. 

165 country   страна It's good to meet people from different parts of the country. 

166 courteous   любезен The hotel staff are friendly and courteous. 

167 cousin   
братовчед, 
братовчедка 

He's a distant cousin of mine. 

168 crave   желая силно 
No matter how hard I try, I always crave something sweet at 
night. 

169 crawl  пълзя Our baby just started to crawl. 

170 cream   сметана Would you like milk or cream in your coffee? 

171 creature   създание 
She was an exotic creature with long red hair and brilliant 
green eyes. 

172 critical   критичен The review was very critical of the actor's performance. 

173 crossword   кръстословица I've finished the crossword apart from 3 across and 10 down. 

174 crowd   тълпа He pushed his way through the crowd. 

175 cry   плача The little boy fell over and started to cry. 
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176 culture   култура Venice is a beautiful city full of culture and history. 

177 currency   валута I will need to exchange some currency before my trip abroad. 

178 curve   завой The driver lost control of the car on a curve and hit a tree. 

179 dance   танц The next dance will be a waltz. 

180 date   дата Write today's date at the top of the page. 

181 day   ден Take this medicine three times a day. 

182 dazzling   ослепителен The performance was dazzling with all the lights and glitter. 

183 dear   скъп Her daughter is very dear to her. 

184 debt   дълг He must pay off his debt before buying a new house. 

185 deceive   мамя Unless my eyes deceive me, that's his wife. 

186 decipher   дешифрирам This code is difficult to decipher. 

187 decline   намалявам The number of tourists continues to decline. 

188 decorate   украсявам I will decorate the cake to look like a car. 

189 decrease   намалявам People should decrease the amount of sugar they eat. 

190 dedicate   посвещавам I will dedicate this book to my parents. 

191 deep   дълбок The water is only a few inches deep. 

192 defend   защитавам Troops have been sent to defend the borders. 

193 definition  определение What's your definition of happiness? 

194 deliberate  преднамерен This is a deliberate attempt to embarrass the audience. 

195 delightful  приятен The warm sun felt delightful after the cold.  

196 
demeanor / 
demeanour 

  поведение 
Her demeanor was very calm even though she faced a 
difficult task. 

197 dentist   зъболекар My dentist takes good care of my teeth. 

198 deprive   лишавам Why should you deprive yourself of such simple pleasures? 

199 descend  спускам се The plane began to descend. 

200 design   дизайн 
The magazine will appear with a new design from next 
month. 

201 desperation  отчаяние There was a note of desperation in his voice. 

202 dessert   десерт I will have dessert after dinner. 

203 detail   подробност He was listening carefully, absorbing every detail of the story. 

204 determined  решителен I am determined to succeed. 

205 devotion   преданост 
He promised her his love and devotion when he proposed 
marriage. 

206 dice   зарче Throw the dice to start the game. 

207 diet   диета I decided to go on a diet. 

208 difficult   труден The exam questions were quite difficult. 

209 diffuse   
разпространявам 
се 

New technologies diffuse rapidly. 

210 dinner   вечеря What time do you serve dinner? 

211 disadvantage  недостатък The biggest disadvantage is his background. 

212 disappear   изчезвам The car will disappear soon behind the curve. 

213 disclosure   разкриване The bank will need a full disclosure of your financial situation. 

214 discrepancy  несъответствие There is a big discrepancy between the two lists. 

215 dish   ястие This makes an excellent main dish.  

216 displace   
заемам мястото 
на 

The new arena construction will displace 100 homes. 

217 distance   разстояние In the US, distance is measured in miles. 

218 distress   страдание 
The newspaper article caused the actor considerable 
distress. 

219 disturb   безпокоя The baby is sleeping, please do not disturb him. 
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220 dizziness   световъртеж He complained of headaches and dizziness. 

221 doctor   лекар You'd better see a doctor about that cough. 

222 doll   кукла The young girl was playing with a doll in her room. 

223 drain  отцеждам Leave the dishes to drain. 

224 draw   рисувам I tried to draw an elephant. 

225 dress   рокля Her wedding dress was really beautiful. 

226 drink   пия I drink my coffee with milk every morning. 

227 drizzle   ситен дъжд 
Though it was predicted to rain heavily, there was only a 
slight drizzle. 

228 during   по време на Please remain seated during the performance. 

229 dust   прах The books were covered with dust. 

230 each   всеки Each correct answer is worth 20 points. 

231 early   рано We arrived early the next day. 

232 east   изток The wind was blowing from the east. 

233 ecstatic   възторжен The band received ecstatic applause. 

234 educate   образовам 
The campaign help educate the public about the 
environment. 

235 efficient   ефикасен We offer a fast, friendly and efficient service. 

236 eight   осем Only eight people work in the office. 

237 elated   въодушевен She felt elated after winning the competition. 

238 electricity   електричество The electricity is off today and we cannot use the computers. 

239 embarrass   притеснявам 
I didn't want to embarrass her by kissing her in front of her 
friends. 

240 emergency  спешен случай Use the alarm in case of emergency. 

241 empty   празен The theatre was half empty. 

242 encounter   сблъсквам се с You might encounter a number of difficulties in the first week. 

243 
encyclopedia / 
encyclopaedia 

  енциклопедия 
Everyone now uses an online encyclopedia rather than 
books. 

244 enjoy   наслаждавам се I hope you enjoy your trip. 

245 enormous   огромен We had an enormous lunch and I am very full. 

246 entertain   забавлявам The aim of the series is both to entertain and inform. 

247 enthusiastic   ентусиазиран She was very enthusiastic about visiting Spain. 

248 envelope   плик Put the stamp on the envelope. 

249 establish   установявам Let's establish some ground rules. 

250 evaluate   оценявам We need to evaluate the results of the training. 

251 evening   вечер What do you usually do in the evening? 

252 evidence  доказателство 
People have been looking for evidence of life on other 
planets for years. 

253 exaggerate  преувеличавам He tends to exaggerate the difficulties. 

254 example   пример Can you give me an example of what you mean? 

255 excellent   отличен She speaks excellent English. 

256 exception   изключение This is an exception to the rule. 

257 excessive  прекомерен Vitamin A is dangerous in excessive doses. 

258 execution   изпълнение The idea was good but the execution was poor. 

259 experiment   експеримент We were not satisfied with the results of the experiment. 

260 explore   изследвам They will explore the land south of the border. 

261 explosive   взривоопасен This is a potentially explosive situation. 

262 exquisite   прелестен 
He presented her an exquisite bouquet of flowers for her 
birthday. 

263 face   лице The expression on his face never changed. 

264 fact   факт I could no longer ignore the fact that he was very unhappy. 
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265 fair   справедлив The punishment was very fair. 

266 family   семейство The support of family and friends is vital. 

267 famous   известен Charles Dickens is one of Britain's most famous writers. 

268 far   далече The beach is not far from the hotel. 

269 fascinating   забележителен Your trip to Alaska sounds absolutely fascinating. 

270 favour / favor   услуга 
Could you do me a favour and pick up Maria from school 
today? 

271 feature   особеност His eyes are his most striking feature. 

272 fetch   донасям Could you fetch me my bag? 

273 field   поле We camped in a field near the village. 

274 finale   финал We eagerly awaited the grand finale of the concert. 

275 financial   финансов Please bring your financial document with you to the bank. 

276 fire   огън The campers sang songs around the fire. 

277 flash   светкавица 
I will need to use a flash for this shot; the light isn't good 
enough. 

278 foggy   мъглив The car was moving slowly along the foggy road. 

279 forward   напред He took two steps forward. 

280 foundation  фондация Spelling Bee is organized by CORPluS Foundation. 

281 foyer   фоайе I'll meet you in the foyer at 7 o'clock. 

282 fragrant   ароматен We got to a field full of fragrant flowers. 

283 frank   откровен He was very frank about his problems with his mother. 

284 freedom   свобода He finally won his freedom after twenty years in jail. 

285 frequency   честота We visit the bakery around the corner with great frequency. 

286 frequent   честo случващ се We make frequent trips to Greece since it is so close. 

287 fresh   свеж You should eat plenty of fresh fruit and vegetables. 

288 frigid   мразовит The temperatures were just frigid in northern Canada. 

289 fulfil / fulfill   осъществявам You have to study hard to fulfil your dream. 

290 full   пълен My backpack is full of books. 

291 future   бъдеще We need to plan for the future. 

292 gallery   галерия We saw a wonderful exhibition at a small art gallery. 

293 game   игра Let's play a game instead of just sitting and talking. 

294 gauge / gage  преценявам He tried to gauge her mood. 

295 generation   поколение My generation grew up with the music of Beatles. 

296 gentle   вежлив My grandfather is a quiet and gentle man. 

297 genuine   оригинален Is the painting a genuine Picasso? 

298 gesture   жест Alex made a gesture of apology. 

299 
glamour/ 
glamor 

  блясък 
Young actors have been attracted by the glamour of 
Hollywood. 

300 glide  плъзгам се The skaters glide over the ice. 

301 glow   светя The candles glow in the darkness. 

302 grab   грабвам Let's grab a sandwich before we go. 

303 graduate   випускник He is a new graduate of the school. 

304 grammar   граматика I do not find English grammar so difficult. 

305 grass   трева The kids played soccer on the grass. 

306 grey/gray   сив My grandmother has grey hair. 

307 gross   гадно Don't pick your nose, it is gross! 

308 guess   предполагам I guess you'll be looking for a new job now. 

309 guilty   виновен John had a guilty look on his face. 

310 guitar   китара She plays the guitar in a band. 

311 gymnastics   гимнастика Gymnastics is one of my favorite sports. 
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312 habit   навик I'm trying to break the habit of staying up too late. 

313 halt   спиране The traffic came to an abrupt halt. 

314 handle   дръжка She turned the handle and opened the door. 

315 happy   щастлив I like books and movies with happy ending. 

316 healthy   здрав I eat a lot of fruit to stay healthy through the winter.  

317 hear   чувам I couldn't hear anything because it was too noisy. 

318 heart   сърце I could feel my heart beating in my chest.  

319 heel   токче The heel of her shoe broke and she almost fell to the ground. 

320 highway   магистрала The new highway will be ready in summer. 

321 hike   излет They went on a hike through the forest. 

322 historical   исторически The building is of historical importance. 

323 hive   кошер We built a new hive in our yard for the honey bees. 

324 hole   дупка He dug a deep hole in the garden to plant a new tree. 

325 hollow   хралупа 
The squirrel disappeared into a hollow at the base of the 
tree. 

326 
honour / 
honor 

  чест It was a great honour to be invited here today. 

327 hopeless   безнадежден He felt that his life was a hopeless mess. 

328 hostile   враждебен The new policy got a hostile reception from the class. 

329 hundred   сто That happened a hundred years ago. 

330 hurry   бързам We must hurry if we want to arrive on time. 

331 hypocritical  лицемерен 
It would be entirely hypocritical of me to say I regret it 
because I don’t. 

332 icy   заледен The sidewalks were very icy after the storm. 

333 idea   идея The birthday party was Jane's idea. 

334 illumination  осветление The only illumination in the room came from the fire. 

335 illustrate  илюстрирам The artist will illustrate his friend's book. 

336 imagination   въображение 
With a little imagination, you could turn this place into a 
palace. 

337 immediately   веднага Turn right immediately after the church. 

338 immense   необятен The park includes an immense forest. 

339 immortality  безсмъртие Eating the fruit gave the gods immortality. 

340 impending   предстоящ Let's take action now, before the impending policy change. 

341 impulse  импулс He had a sudden impulse to stand up and sing. 

342 inclination  склонност She had neither the time nor the inclination to help them. 

343 inconsistent   непоследователен Children find it difficult if a parent is inconsistent. 

344 incredible   невероятен The hotel was incredible - so clean and beautiful. 

345 indicate   показвам 
Our results indicate how misleading it could be to rely on this 
method. 

346 indignant   възмутен They were indignant that they hadn't been invited. 

347 infinite  безкраен There is an infinite number of stars in the universe. 

348 inflate   надувам Inflate your life jacket by pulling sharply on the cord. 

349 informal   неофициален She wore an informal dress to the afternoon meeting. 

350 infuriating   вбесяващ I find his silly jokes infuriating. 

351 inheritance   наследство She spent all her inheritance in a year. 

352 ink   мастило He sent her a message written in an invisible ink. 

353 innocent   невинен She was found innocent of any crime. 

354 insecure   несигурен He's very insecure about his future. 

355 insignificant   незначителен He made her feel insignificant and stupid. 

356 inspiration   вдъхновение I gain inspiration from many different sources. 

357 inspire   вдъхновявам Actors inspire the kids with their enthusiasm. 
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358 interfere   намесвам се The police are very unwilling to interfere in family problems. 

359 interrupt   прекъсвам Sorry to interrupt, but there's someone to see you. 

360 intuition  интуиция We shall allow our intuition to guide us. 

361 invent   изобретявам I want to invent a new product to sell on the market. 

362 investigate  разследвам The FBI has been called in to investigate. 

363 invigorating   освежаващ We took an invigorating walk in the woods. 

364 iron   желязо The old axe is made of iron. 

365 jam   конфитюр I always put cherry jam on my pancakes.  

366 job   работа She took a job as a waitress. 

367 join   присъединявам се  Would you like to join us for dinner? 

368 joyous   радостен I heard her joyous laughter. 

369 juggle   жонглирам My uncle taught me to juggle with tennis balls. 

370 jump   скачам I like to jump rope with my friends.  

371 junior   младежки He is the world junior tennis champion. 

372 justice  справедливост 
The king must also be the defender of the poor and keeper 
of justice. 

373 keep   държа I will keep my spare keys in this drawer. 

374 keyboard   клавиатура I bought a new keyboard for my computer. 

375 kingdom   кралство 
They couldn't find a husband for the princess anywhere in 
the whole kingdom.  

376 kiss   целувка Our last kiss on the balcony was so romantic. 

377 kitchen   кухня We bought a new table and chairs for the kitchen. 

378 knight   рицар 
The young knight jumped from the horse and started fighting 
his enemies.  

379 knock   чукам I will knock three times on the door. That will be our signal. 

380 label   етикет The washing instructions are on the label. 

381 labyrinth  лабиринт We lost our way in the labyrinth of streets. 

382 ladder   стълбa I will have to climb up the ladder in order to fix the lamp. 

383 landmark   забележителност 
The St. Sofia statue is a familiar landmark in the center of 
Sofia.  

384 launch  представям He threw a party to launch his latest novel. 

385 laundry   пране My mom has to iron a big pile of laundry.  

386 lavender   лавандула The lavender is used in cosmetics industry. 

387 lawyer   адвокат 
If you want to become a lawyer you have to study law at the 
university.  

388 leader   водач He became a leader within his community. 

389 leaf   листо A yellow leaf fell from the tree. 

390 legend   легенда 
This is a very sad legend about a man who made a terrible 
mistake. 

391 length   дължина The snake usually reaches a length of 1 m. 

392 library   библиотека 
The university library received some new books from the 
publishing company. 

393 
license / 
licence 

 разрешително You need a license to fish in this river. 

394 liquid   течност Water is a liquid. 

395 listen   слушам 
Listen to the conversation and answer the questions that 
follow. 

396 literacy   грамотност Bulgaria has a very high literacy rate at 97%. 

397 local   местен It was difficult to understand the local dialect. 

398 lottery   лотария He won a new TV from the national lottery. 

399 lousy   отвратителен I have a lousy headache from the loud music. 

400 luggage   багаж There's only room for one more piece of luggage. 
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401 lung   бял дроб His years of smoking caused damage to his right lung. 

402 magnet   магнит I bought this fridge magnet during my last trip to Istanbul. 

403 magnify   увеличaвам You can magnify the image if you use the microscope. 

404 maintenance   поддръжка 
The school pays for the heating and the maintenance of the 
building. 

405 majority   болшинство The majority of people seem to prefer TV to radio. 

406 manipulate   изопачавам The reporter tried to manipulate the facts for his story. 

407 mankind   човечество This is an invention for the good of all mankind. 

408 mannequin   манекен The mannequin in the window looks like a real person. 

409 many   много There are too many mistakes in this essay. 

410 marathon   маратон Each person has to run 42 kilometers in a marathon. 

411 market   пазар There is a covered market in the town centre. 

412 marriage   сватба Their marriage took place in a local church. 

413 
marvelous / 
marvellous 

  изумителен His performance was marvelous, I hope he wins an award. 

414 mash   мачкам Mash the fruit up so that the baby can eat it. 

415 massive  масивен The gorilla has a massive forehead. 

416 maze   лабиринт A maze of narrow alleys leads down to the sea. 

417 meadow  ливада Cows grazed on grass in the lovely meadow. 

418 meaning   значение What is the meaning of this word? 

419 measurement   измерване Accurate measurement is very important in science. 

420 meat   месо Vegetarians do not eat meat. 

421 mediocre  посредствен I thought the play was only mediocre. 

422 meet   срещам Let's meet for a coffee after work. 

423 memoir   мемоари 
Though he is not yet famous, he has begun to write his 
memoir. 

424 mention   споменавам Don't mention it to anybody. 

425 merchant  търговец Venice was once a city of rich merchants. 

426 
mesmerize / 
mesmerise 

  хипнотизирам The television show always seems to mesmerize the baby. 

427 message   съобщение I left a message on her voicemail. 

428 messy   разхвърлян 
After the kids visit their grandmother the house is always 
messy. 

429 microscopic   микроскопичен The microscopic fibers are not visible to our eyes. 

430 mighty  могъщ The young emperor had a mighty army. 

431 migrate  преселвам се 
Thousands were forced to migrate from rural to urban areas 
in search of work. 

432 miniature   миниатюрен Miniature cameras are used by spies. 

433 mischievous   палав Her eyes danced with mischievous amusement. 

434 mobile   мобилен You really need to be mobile if you live in the country. 

435 modest   скромен She's very modest about her success. 

436 moist   влажен Water the plants regularly to keep the soil moist. 

437 money   пари 
I will go to the exchange bureau to change some money into 
euros. 

438 morning   сутрин She works hard from morning to night. 

439 mosquito   комар A mosquito is a flying insect that bites humans and animals. 

440 mouse   мишка The cat chased the mouse out the door. 

441 
moustache/ 
mustache 

  мустак He has a very long moustache.  

442 multiply   умножавам What is the answer when you multiply 3 by 4? 

443 munch   хрупам When you munch on your lunch that way, it distracts me. 
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444 music   музика She could hear music playing somewhere. 

445 mystery   загадка It's a complete mystery to me why they chose him. 

446 nail   нокът I broke my finger nail when opening the package. 

447 name   име What is the name of the town where you live? 

448 nature   природа We enjoyed the beautiful nature. 

449 near   близо The supermarket is very near to the station. 

450 necessary   необходимо If necessary, you can contact me at home. 

451 necessity  необходимост 
There had never been any necessity for her to go out to 
work. 

452 neck   врат A giraffe has a very long neck. 

453 need   необходимост I feel a need to talk to you about it. 

454 nest   гнездо There is a bird's nest in the tree. 

455 neutral   неутрален Journalists are supposed to be politically neutral. 

456 night   нощ These animals only come out at night. 

457 noise   шум We had to shout above the noise of the traffic. 

458 north   север The Danube lies to the north of Pleven. 

459 nostrils  ноздри You breathe through your nostrils. 

460 noticeable   забележителен There was a noticeable improvement in his behaviour. 

461 oak   дъб This table is made of solid oak. 

462 obedient   покорен He was always obedient to his father's wishes. 

463 obligation   задължение You are under no obligation to buy anything. 

464 obligatory   задължителен This course is obligatory for graduation. 

465 obscure  неясен I found her lecture very obscure. 

466 observe   наблюдавам I want you to observe her teaching. 

467 obsession   мания Fitness has become an obsession with him. 

468 obtain   получавам He must obtain a visa before traveling to the US. 

469 octopus   октопод The octopus has eight long arms with suckers on them. 

470 offend   обиждам Neil did not mean to offend anybody with his joke. 

471 offer   предложение This offer is only good until the end of the month. 

472 oil   петрол They drilled for oil in the sea. 

473 omission  пропуск This list of names has an omission. 

474 opinion   мнение He was asked to give his honest opinion. 

475 opposite   срещуположен John and Mary sat at opposite ends of the table. 

476 option   вариант You must pick your preferred dinner option. 

477 orchestra   оркестър She plays the flute in the school orchestra. 

478 ordinary   обикновен 
Although the restaurant was expensive, the meal was very 
ordinary. 

479 organize   организирам We will organize a new event next year. 

480 outrageous   скандален Lady Gaga loves to dress in outrageous costumes. 

481 outside   отвън You can't open the door from the outside. 

482 overall  цялостен There has been an overall improvement recently. 

483 overlap  препокривам 
Our jobs overlap slightly, which sometimes causes 
difficulties. 

484 own   притежавам I want to own a big house one day. 

485 page   страница Open your books to page 10. 

486 paint   боя The paint is starting to peel off of the wall. 

487 pair   чифт I received a new pair of shoes for Christmas. 

488 paper   хартия This journal is available in paper and electronic form. 

489 paradox   парадокс 
It is a curious paradox that standing is more tiring than 
walking. 

490 paragraph   параграф Write a paragraph on each of the topics given below. 
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491 parliament   парламент The German parliament is called "Bundestag". 

492 parsley   магданоз Parsley is my favorite herb. 

493 partial   частичен It was only a partial solution to the problem. 

494 partnership  партньорство She works in partnership with many top business leaders. 

495 passion   страст Music is his passion. 

496 past   минало I used to go there often in the past. 

497 patch  кръпка He had a black patch on his knee. 

498 path   пътека The path led up a steep hill.  

499 paw   лапа My cat injured its left paw. 

500 pay   плащам How much did you pay for your house? 

501 peach   праскова I will eat a peach for lunch. 

502 peacock   паун The male peacock can spread out its tail like a fan. 

503 pear   круша I picked a pear from the tree in the garden. 

504 pen   химикалка I didn't have a pen and couldn't do my homework. 

505 pepper   пипер I enjoy a lot of black pepper with my meals. 

506 percentage  процент Only a small percentage of applicants will be accepted. 

507 perception   възприемане Advertising affects the customer's perception of a product. 

508 perfect   съвършен It was a perfect day for a picnic. 

509 perseverance  постоянство 
Medicine is a field which requires dedication and 
perseverance. 

510 person   човек He's just the person we need for the job. 

511 persuade   убеждавам 
I always manage to persuade my mom to buy ice cream 
when she goes to the store.  

512 pet   
домашен 
любимец 

Our family pet is a cat. 

513 petite   дребничка That girl is very petite. 

514 photo   снимка I will take a photo of you on the stage. 

515 phrase   фраза The first phrase of his speech got our attention. 

516 physics   физика Physics has made great progress in XX century. 

517 picnic   пикник It's a nice day - let's go for a picnic. 

518 pigeon   гълъб Pigeon is a fat grey and white bird with short legs. 

519 pile   купчина The rubbish was left in a pile on the floor. 

520 place   място We were looking for a place to eat. 

521 plant   растение I just saw a new plant in the garden. 

522 plateau   плато We reached a plateau at the top of the mountain. 

523 plenty   много They always give us plenty to eat. 

524 plum   слива I will take only one plum from the fruit basket. 

525 point   точка You will receive one point for each correct answer. 

526 pointless  безсмислен Trying to foresee the future is a pointless exercise. 

527 pole   полюс 
Due to its exceptionally harsh climate, there are no plants or 
animals at the South Pole. 

528 policeman   полицай The policeman stopped the fight before it started. 

529 pool   басейн Does the hotel have a pool? 

530 population   население The world's population is expected to rise. 

531 pose   позирам Gather the group to pose for a picture. 

532 possess   притежавам They possess property all over the world. 

533 pour   изливам Pour the sauce over the pasta. 

534 prairie   прерия Prairie is a flat wide area of land without many trees. 

535 precede  предхождам 
Ask her to read the introduction pages that precede the 
novel. 
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536 predict   предсказвам Nobody could predict the earthquake. 

537 prefer   предпочитам I prefer not to think about it. 

538 preparatory   подготвителен 
After a few preparatory drawings, she completed the portrait 
in one session. 

539 pretend   преструвам се I'm tired of having to pretend all the time. 

540 print   печатам Click on the icon when you want to print. 

541 privilege  привилегия Education is a right, not a privilege. 

542 prize   награда The prize for the finalists is a summer camp. 

543 procedure   процедура 
The procedure for logging on to the network usually involves 
a password. 

544 process   процес We are in the process of selling our house.  

545 produce   произвеждам We will produce a new product line this fall. 

546 proficient   умел He is a proficient driver. 

547 profit  печалба The company made a good profit on the deal. 

548 prohibit  забранявам 
The municipality introduced a new regulation to prohibit 
parking in the city center. 

549 project   проект Our final project is to make a poster. 

550 promising   обещаващ He has a very promising future as a singer. 

551 pronunciation   произношение Your pronunciation is excellent. 

552 proportion   съотношение 
For this dish, the butter and flour should be in the proportion 
of three to four. 

553 protection   защита He asked to be put under police protection. 

554 provide   осигурявам We will provide lunch during the conference. 

555 provocation  провокация The terrorists can strike at any time without provocation. 

556 psychologist  психолог Every school should have a psychologist. 

557 purple   лилав Purple is my favorite color. 

558 purse   портмоне She took a coin out of her purse and gave it to the child. 

559 puzzle   пъзeл I put together the pieces of the puzzle. 

560 
pyjamas / 
pajamas 

  пижама I never wear pyjamas during the summer. 

561 question   въпрос I cannot give a good answer to this question. 

562 queue  опашка How long were you in a queue? 

563 quick   бърз These cakes are very quick and easy to make. 

564 quit   отказвам се от I should quit smoking. 

565 quiz   викторина 
We will include a quiz in the program that will test the 
knowledge of the participants. 

566 radio   радио Did you hear his interview on the radio? 

567 raffle  томбола He won a video in the raffle. 

568 rail   релса The left rail of the railroad is damaged. 

569 rainy   дъждовно It is rainy today and I will stay at home. 

570 rat   плъх Our cat caught a big rat in the yard this morning. 

571 raw   суров It is healthy to eat raw nuts. 

572 reach   достигам до You can only reach this beach by boat. 

573 reaction   реакция What was his reaction to the news? 

574 ready   готов I am not ready to go to school, yet.  

575 recipe   рецепта I have a new recipe for chicken soup. 

576 record   записвам He used a video app on his phone to record the concert.  

577 recover   възстановявам се The economy is at last beginning to recover. 

578 recreation  почивка Save time for recreation and play after work. 

579 reduce   намалявам 
He will reduce the price of the car 10% if it doesn't sell this 
weekend. 
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580 redundant  излишен The student's paper is filled with redundant information. 

581 reflect   отразявам The white walls will reflect the bright afternoon sun well. 

582 refrain  въздържам се Please refrain from smoking. 

583 regain   възвръщам си She paused on the edge, trying to regain her balance. 

584 regret   съжалявам I regret that I cannot help. 

585 rehearsal   репетиция We only had six days of rehearsal. 

586 relatively   относително I found the test relatively easy. 

587 relaxation  отдих Fishing is his favorite relaxation. 

588 release   пускам We will release 100 balloons at the party. 

589 relief   облекчение It is a great relief to find you here. 

590 remain   оставам We must remain here and wait for the rest of the group. 

591 remember   помня I don't remember my first day at school. 

592 remove   отстранявам It was impossible to remove the stain from the sweater. 

593 replacement   заместник My colleague is sick and I should find a replacement for her. 

594 require   изисквам These pets require a lot of care and attention. 

595 research   проучване 
I've done some research to find the cheapest way of 
travelling there. 

596 resist   устоявам I finished the cake, I couldn't resist it. 

597 resolve   намирам решение Both sides met in order to try to resolve the problem. 

598 resource  ресурс 
Time is your most valuable resource, especially in 
examinations. 

599 respectful   почтителен The students stood at a respectful distance. 

600 result   резултат He made one big mistake, and, as a result, he lost his job. 

601 resumption  подновяване We are hoping for an early resumption of peace talks. 

602 retire   пенсионирам се 
She was forced to retire early from teaching because of ill 
health. 

603 retrieve  възвръщам си 
The police have managed to retrieve some of the stolen 
money. 

604 reverse   отменям The judge decided to reverse his decision. 

605 revive   възраждам 
They hope to revive some of the traditional dances from their 
youth. 

606 reward   награда You deserve a reward for being so helpful. 

607 riddle   гатанка I know the answer to this riddle. 

608 ridiculous   нелеп I look ridiculous in this hat. 

609 ring   пръстен Maria received a diamond ring from her future husband. 

610 ripple  вълничка 
She threw a stone into the pond and watched the ripples 
spread. 

611 roast   пека I will roast a chicken for dinner. 

612 robotic   роботизиран They manufacture the device with a robotic arm. 

613 room   стая My room is always clean and tidy. 

614 rotate   завъртам To open the door, rotate the handle gently. 

615 round   кръгъл We bought a round table for the kitchen. 

616 royalty   кралска особа He was treated like royalty at the hotel. 

617 rush   бързам Don't rush: take your time. 

618 rye  ръж 
Rye is a type of cereal plant used for making flour and 
whiskey. 

619 safe   безопасен The street is not safe for children to play. 

620 salad   салата To prepare the salad you have to mix the vegetables. 

621 salt   сол You put too much salt in the soup. 

622 salvation  спасение 
Luckily, a phone call to Tim's sister proved to be our 
salvation. 

623 saucepan  тенджера I put the cabbage with the meat in the saucepan. 
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624 scarcely   едва I scarcely know him. 

625 scarf   шал My new scarf is made of Japanese silk. 

626 scattered   разпръснат Her family are scattered around the world. 

627 school   училище My school is in the very center of the town. 

628 scissors   ножици I will need a pair of scissors for my art class. 

629 scratch   драскам Be careful not to scratch the furniture. 

630 seal   тюлен A seal lives near and in the sea and eats fish. 

631 season   сезон Summer is my favorite season. 

632 secluded  уединен There is a secluded garden behind high walls. 

633 security   сигурност 
They need to improve security here - anyone can just walk 
in. 

634 sensitive   чувствителен She is very sensitive to other people's feelings. 

635 separate   отделен The school is housed in two separate buildings. 

636 serious   сериозен Please be serious for a minute, it is very important. 

637 sew   шия My mother taught me how to sew. 

638 shade   сянка Stay in the shade - it is cooler. 

639 shallow   плитък These fish are found in shallow waters around the cost. 

640 shell   раковина I found a very beautiful shell on the beach. 

641 shift  премествам Could you help me shift some furniture? 

642 ship   кораб The big cruise ship just left the port. 

643 sigh   въздишка She let out a sigh of relief. 

644 significance  значение She couldn't grasp the full significance of what he had said. 

645 silk   коприна My party dress is made of pink silk. 

646 simplify   опростявам I want to simplify my like with a smaller house. 

647 sincerely   искрено I sincerely believe that this is the right decision. 

648 skeletal   скелетен 
To become a doctor one must learn the skeletal muscles and 
bones. 

649 slippery  хлъзгав In place the path can be wet and slippery. 

650 snail   охлюв А snail moves slowly. 

651 sneeze   кихам Use a tissue when you sneeze. 

652 sniffle   подсмърчам The movie was sad and made me sniffle. 

653 soap   сапун The new soap in the bathroom smells so good. 

654 solve   намирам решение You can't solve anything by just running away. 

655 sophisticated   изтънчен Mark is a smart and sophisticated young man. 

656 source   източник The tiny window was the only source of light. 

657 souvenir   сувенир I bought the ring as a souvenir of Greece. 

658 space   пространство That desk takes up too much space. 

659 sparkle   блестя The water drops sparkle in the sun. 

660 speak   говоря I saw her in the street but we didn't speak. 

661 speech   реч I gave a speech at the official dinner. 

662 spice   подправка You put too much spice in the cake. 

663 splash   плясък We heard the splash when she fell into the pool. 

664 splendid   
великолепен, 
разкошен 

We all admired the splendid pieces of art at the museum. 

665 spoon   лъжица I will need a bigger spoon for the soup. 

666 spreadsheet   
електронна 
таблица 

Enter the data in the spreadsheet. 

667 spurt   изблик 
I had a sudden spurt of energy and was able to finish the 
race. 

668 squeeze   изстисквам Squeeze toothpaste from the tube onto the toothbrush. 

669 squid   калмар I had grilled squid and green salad for dinner. 
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670 squirrel  катеричка We saw a squirrel in the tree. 

671 stability   стабилност After many changes, he longs for stability in his life. 

672 stale   изхабен 
After ten years in the job, she felt stale and needed a 
change. 

673 stamp   печат 
I forgot to put a stamp on the form and it was not accepted in 
the bank. 

674 steal   крада It is not good to steal ideas from colleagues. 

675 steam   пара 
There was steam coming of the lake when we went out this 
morning. 

676 steep   стръмен The ski tracks in Bansko are steep. 

677 stick   лепя We used glue to stick the broken pieces together. 

678 stomach   стомах You shouldn't exercise on a full stomach. 

679 stone   камък In the past most of the houses were built of stone. 

680 straight   направо Go straight and then turn right. 

681 strategy   стратегия 
The teacher had to develop a strategy to deal with the 
naughty students. 

682 street   улица It's not safe to walk along this street at night. 

683 strength   сила He pushed against the rock with all his strength. 

684 string   струна 
The musician had to change a string on the violin after it 
snapped. 

685 struggle   боря се Leaders continuously struggle for power. 

686 studious  ученолюбив His neighbors remember him as a quiet and studious boy. 

687 style   стил The new teacher has a different teaching style. 

688 submit   предавам I will submit my documents to the director tomorrow. 

689 substantial   значителен There are substantial differences between the two groups. 

690 subtle   незабележим Though there is a new chef, the differences are subtle. 

691 success   успех What's the secret of your success? 

692 succinct   сбит Keep your answers as succinct as possible. 

693 suffer   страдам They all suffer from asthma. 

694 sugar   захар I never put sugar in my tea. 

695 suit   костюм I bought a new suit for my sister's wedding.  

696 summer   лято Summer is my favorite season. 

697 support   подкрепа I would like to thank you for all your support while I was sick. 

698 surpass   надминавам He hopes one day to surpass the world record. 

699 surprise   изненада I have a surprise for you! 

700 survive   оцелявам Don't worry, it's only a scratch - you'll survive. 

701 swallow   лястовица The swallow built its nest under the roof. 

702 sweep   мета I will sweep the floor with the new broom. 

703 switch   разменям Do you think she'll notice if I switch my glass with hers? 

704 syllabus   учебна програма 
The professor provided a syllabus for the course our first 
day. 

705 symmetry  симетрия The overall symmetry makes the poem pleasant to the ear. 

706 sympathy   съчувствие I wish he'd show me a little more sympathy. 

707 symphony  симфония Beethoven's Fifth Symphony is my favorite. 

708 table   маса John called the restaurant and booked a table for two. 

709 taste   вкус Sugar has a sweet taste. 

710 team   отбор Our soccer team won the match. 

711 temperate   умерен Regions with temperate climate have four seasons. 

712 tension   напрежение I felt a lot of tension in the room. 

713 tentative  временен I will send you the tentative agenda. 

714 terrible   ужасен The room was left in a terrible mess. 
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715 thorny   бодлив The rose stem was very thorny. 

716 thwart   провалям They tried to thwart our plans. 

717 ticket   билет A bus ticket to Varna costs 30 leva. 

718 tidy   подреден I always keep my room tidy and clean. 

719 tighten   стягам I need to tighten my shoe laces before we leave. 

720 tightly   плътно Her eyes were tightly closed. 

721 time   време I do not have time to prepare my homework. 

722 tomorrow   утре I will take the day off tomorrow to relax at home. 

723 tongue   език She ran her tongue over her lips. 

724 touch   докосвам Don't touch the nettle plant, it will sting. 

725 toy   играчка I will buy a new toy for my son as he loves to play.  

726 train   влак I missed the last bus and had to come back to Sofia by train. 

727 transfer   прехвърлям How can I transfer money from my bank account to his? 

728 travel   пътувам I often travel abroad for work. 

729 treat   отнасям се към My parents still treat me like a child. 

730 trend   модна тенденция He started a new trend with his polka dotted socks. 

731 triangle   триъгълник The sign was in the shape of triangle.  

732 triple   троен 
The triple jump competition was very strong and all athletes 
improved their best results. 

733 truth   истина Do you think she's telling the truth? 

734 twilight  здрач It was hard to see him clearly in the twilight. 

735 twist   извивам Twist the wire to form a circle. 

736 typhoon   тайфун The effects of the typhoon will be felt for many years. 

737 typical   типичен This weather is not typical for July. 

738 umbrella   чадър I forgot my umbrella and it rained all day. 

739 underneath   под The coin rolled underneath the piano. 

740 understand   разбирам Do you understand the instructions? 

741 unemployed   безработен 
The number of the unemployed people increased during the 
last year. 

742 unite   обединявам His aim was to unite Italy. 

743 university   университет Which university do you want to attend? 

744 unresolvable  неразрешим This is an apparently unresolvable philosophical question. 

745 until   докато  Let's wait until the rain stops. 

746 update   осъвременявам We have to update our records regularly. 

747 useful   полезен I learned some useful things at the training. 

748 vanish  изчезвам The stain will vanish and be totally gone. 

749 variation   разновидност This soup is a spicy variation on a traditional favourite. 

750 vary   варирам Prices vary according to the type of room you require. 

751 vehicle   
превозно 
средство 

Are you the driver of this vehicle? 

752 venue   
място за 
провеждане 

The venue for the conference was selected very carefully. 

753 versatile   многостранен He is a versatile actor who has played a wide variety of parts. 

754 verse   стих Most of the play is written in verse, but some of it is in prose. 

755 very   много I read a very interested book during my summer vacation. 

756 viable   изпълним They have a viable plan to reach their goals. 

757 view   гледка I enjoyed the view from my balcony. 

758 villain  злодей 
Voldermort is the evil villain in the novel, the murderer of 
Harry's parents. 
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759 virtual   виртуален 
New technology has enabled development of an online 
"virtual library". 

760 vision   зрение Cats have good night vision. 

761 visit   посещавам I visit my parents once a month. 

762 
visualize / 
visualise 

  представям си 
I can't visualize what this room looked like before it was 
decorated. 

763 vital   жизненоважен Vitamins are vital for good health. 

764 vocabulary   речников запас Reading will increase your vocabulary. 

765 volcano   вулкан An active volcano may erupt at any time. 

766 vote   гласувам How did you vote in the last election? 

767 wage   надница He is getting a weekly wage of £200. 

768 waist   талия She wore a wide belt around her waist. 

769 walk   ходя The baby is just learning to walk. 

770 wall   стена 
The Great Wall is among the most famous attractions of 
China. 

771 walnut   орех I ate just one walnut though the bag was full.  

772 warn   предупреждавам I tried to warn him but he wouldn't listen. 

773 wash   мия I always wash my hands before sitting at the table. 

774 waste   хабя I do not want to waste my time by reading this book. 

775 water   вода I drink a lot of water every day. 

776 wax   восък 
The jars are all capped with pieces of honeycomb, wax and 
propolis. 

777 way   начин I hate the way she always criticizes me.  

778 weapon   оръжие The police still haven't found the murder weapon. 

779 weary   изтощен He suddenly felt old and weary. 

780 weather   време We enjoyed the warm weather last week. 

781 weird   странен He has some weird ideas and I cannot understand them. 

782 whale   кит A whale is a very large mammal that lives in the sea. 

783 wheel   колело The left front wheel of the car has a flat tire. 

784 whisper   шепна 
To start the game you have to whisper a word in your 
neighbor's ear. 

785 whistle   свиркам 
They often whistle for the dog when it disappears behind the 
corner.  

786 wife   съпруга My brother's wife is a doctor. 

787 wig   перука The young actor has to wear a wig for his new role. 

788 wind   вятър The wind is blowing from the south. 

789 wire   жица The telephone wire had been cut. 

790 wizard   магьосник 
All the kids were scared by the old wizard with the long 
beard.  

791 wood   дървен материал Granny's house is made of wood. 

792 wrestling   борба Wrestling is an Olympic sport. 

793 wrong   грешен I took a wrong turn and got lost. 

794 yarn   прежда 
My grandmother bought some red yarn for the sweater she is 
knitting.  

795 yawn   прозявка He let out a large yawn before heading to the bed. 

796 year   година Next year I will turn 15. 

797 yummy   вкусен The cake was yummy. 

798 zenith   зенит The sun rose towards its zenith. 

799 zero   нула The temperature had fallen to zero. 

800 zoology   зоология 
While I studied zoology, I learned a lot of interesting things 
about different animals. 

 


